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Normandy Harbor Insurance Selects Command Investigations for
SIU and Anti-Fraud Services
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.—Normandy Harbor, an innovative and growing workers’
compensation insurance carrier that offers customized plans to select Florida
businesses, has selected Command Investigations as its preferred provider of anti-fraud
and SIU services.
Under the agreement, Command Investigations will provide SIU compliance
programming, state anti-fraud plan filings, surveillance, customized background
investigative solutions, and accredited training to Normandy Harbor’s policyholders and
staff.
“At Normandy Harbor, we focus on small and mid-size businesses, companies with
unique financial and operational needs,” says President Therese A. “Terri” Stevens.
“Workers’ compensation fraud is a multi-billion dollar problem in Florida, and smaller
employers can be especially vulnerable. Our new partnership with Command
Investigations offers our policyholders the same layer of protection often available only
to larger companies.”
Command Investigations President and CEO Steve Cassell says, “We are honored to
be selected as the strategic resource and investigative partner for Normandy Harbor
and its clients. As a Florida-based company, we are particularly sensitive to our state’s
business environment and the challenges that companies face in identifying and
preventing workers’ compensation fraud. We look forward to helping Terri’s team and
their policyholders fight fraud through our personalized training courses and electronic
investigative services.”
ABOUT NORMANDY HARBOR INSURANCE COMPANY
Normandy Harbor Insurance Company (www.normandyins.com) is committed to being
recognized as the premier provider of innovative, cost effective workers’ compensation
solutions for Florida small and mid-size business owners. Founded in 2008, Normandy
Harbor has grown to be one of the preferred Florida workers’ compensation insurance
providers for the healthcare industry and select general lines of business. The company
is headquartered in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
ABOUT COMMAND INVESTIGATIONS, LLC
Command Investigations, LLC (www.GoCommand.com) is the preferred provider of

surveillance, SIU and anti-fraud programming to P&C carriers, self-insured entities and
third-party administrators. Command is the exclusively provider of Claims Buzz™ and
Quick Check™ investigative platform technologies. The company is headquartered in
Lake Mary, Fla.

